The first phase of the Indiana University Kokomo Library Information Commons is very successful and we are considering options as we plan for Phase 2. The information you provide here will help us in the planning process in order to create an environment suited to your teaching requirements. Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.

52 responses

1. Do you require group work in your classes?
   
   Yes __36__  No__16__

   a. If so, what would be a typical group size within each class? Please mark all that apply:

   2-3__17__  4-5__23__  6-10__5__  >10 __3__

   b. How many work groups would you have in a typical class? Please mark all that apply:

   2-3__8__  4-5__22__  6-10__15__  >10 __3__

   c. The number of times during the course of a semester that you would utilize the group work stations in the Library Information Commons for class time assignments?

   1-3 __27__  4-5 __3__  6-10 __3__  >10 __2__

2. Would computer classrooms of 24-26 seats be an appropriate size?
   Yes__28__,  No__12__

   If not, what would be the optimum size for your classes?

   13 ; 30-35 (4) ; 36-40 (4) ; 45-50 (3)
3. What type of equipment and software is desired? Please circle all that would apply.

Macs ___7___
PC’s ___42___
Graphics ___19___
DV DVD Burning ___15___
Video editing ___7___
Multimedia ___18___
Other ___8___

4. What other equipment and help services should be provided?

5. Which reference materials should be provided close to computer stations? Please circle all that would apply.

Standard reference works (Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, etc.) ___35___
Discipline based reference work (I.E. Education, Business, Nursing, etc.) ___21___
Others ___

6. What other issues or questions should we consider?
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